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Double-Beta Decay 
a) 2v Mode 

b) 0v Mode 
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• Standard 2nd  
Order Process 

• Can only occur if 
  M  ≠ 0, ν = ν v 

Double-Beta Decay Spectrum 

• Sharp peak at Q value for 
Neutrinoless double-beta decay 

• In order to resolve the neutrinoless 
peak, you need good energy  
resolution, low background, and a  
large isotopic mass   

• Rate gives info about  
absolute mass scale of v 



Why Xenon? 

Cons: 

• Energy resolution is poorer than  
the crystalline devices by a factor of 10 

• Xenon isotopic enrichment is easier 
• Xenon is “reusable” 
• Monolithic detector 
• Minimal cosmogenic activation 
• Background reduction by  
Ba daughter tagging 

Pros: 

• Currently have 200kg of Xenon 
Enriched in Xenon-136 

• Largest enriched isotope stockpile 
In the world unrelated to the nuclear 
Industry.  



EXO Activities 

• EXO-200: Low Background Liquid Xenon Detector Prototype using 

200kg of 80% enriched Xenon-136. This prototype will not employ 

Barium ion tagging.  

• Barium-136 tagging R&D 

• Barium ion transfer from LXe to ion trap 

• Direct Barium detection in LXe  

• High Pressure GXe detector R&D 

• Energy resolution and readout scheme 

• Tracking: Pressure and light gas mixes 

• Ba tagging in gas 



Cathode plane 
(75 kV max.) 

Detection planes: 
y wires, x wires 
and the APDs 

field shaping rings 

copper pressure vessel 
reusable weld 

175 nm scintillation 

e- 

~40 cm 

EXO-200 Detector 

Detector inside the cryostat 

• We Detect both scintillation light and ionization charge from a decay event. 
•  Scintillation light is collected by APDs for timing and to enhance energy resolution. 
•  The x wires collect the drifted electrons while the perpendicular y wires use the induced 
signals for transverse localization . 



flex cables on back of APD plane 
(copper on kapton, no glue) 

field shaping rings  
(copper) 

acrylic 
supports 

Central HV plane 
(photo-etched 
phosphor bronze) 

Half chamber mock-up model 

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 

• All Parts inside the lead shielding are tested for Uranium and 
Thorium and the parts used for the TPC have very stringent limits 



EXO-200 Copper Chamber 

• Used a minimum of material (wall thickness 
is 1.5mm and total weight is 15kg) 
• Machined below concrete shielding in order 
to minimize cosmogenic activation 
• Used e-beam welding for the 55 welds 
needed for construction 
• End caps TIG welded 



X and Y wire plane with Cu  
support ring, and acrylic frame. 

X and Y wires are made from etched  
phosphor bronze.   

Avalanche Photodiode (APD) Plane holds 259 APDs 7 APD cluster (back view) 

Charge and Light Collection 



Light and Charge Collection 





 Underground at WIPP 



Current Status at WIPP 



1)  σ(E)/E = 1.6%  

2)  Low but finite radioactive background: 20 events/year in the ±2σ interval centered around 
the 2.479 MeV endpoint 

3) Negligible background from 2νββ (T1/2>1·1022yr R.Bernabei et al. measurement) 

Case Mass 
(ton) 

Eff. 
(%) 

Run 
Time 
(yr) 

σE/E @ 
2.5MeV 

(%) 

Radioactive 
Background 

(events) 

T1/2
0ν 

(yr, 
90%CL) 

Majorana mass 
(meV) 

QRPA  (NSM) 
Prototype 0.2 70 2 1.6* 40 6.4*1025 1331 (186)2 
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EXO-200 Projections 
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